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It’s pool day!  

 

Okay, it’s not pool day yet. Still, we’re getting closer to those warmer days when the only thing 

that sounds good is spending time by a body of water and soaking up the sunshine. So why not 

let Emmy’s Organics join in on the fun with their organic cookies? The gluten free cookie brand 

offers a variety of delicious goodies to satisfy hungry tummies throughout the day. Before your 

next pool day, make sure you know the best strategy to prep some pool day snacks with 

Emmy’s Organics.  

 

 
 

Buy the Cookies 

 

Before anything else, you need to buy the cookies for pool day. Emmy’s Organics offers a 

variety of great-tasting gluten free coconut cookies without dairy or refined sugars. You can 

find any flavor cookie you want for the day, including coconut cookies Chocolate Chip, Peanut 

Butter, and Vanilla Bean.  

 

Emmy’s Organics sells their organic cookies in large quantities on their website, so you get four 

bags with every order of a cookie flavor. You might even want to get a subscription for your 

favorite cookie flavor so you never run out before pool day.  

 

Bake the Brownies 

 

Once the cookies arrive, you might feel ready for a pool day, but don’t forget that kids can get 

bored with just one snack. If you want to let them have a couple of treats or a variety to choose 

https://emmysorganics.com/
https://emmysorganics.com/products/chocolate-chip-coconut-cookies-9pack
https://emmysorganics.com/


from, Emmy’s Organics can provide snack solutions. The brand offers gluten free baking mixes 

for brownies and blondies that are hard to resist. With cassava flour and coconut sugar, these 

treats are also free of gluten, dairy, and refined sugar, making it easy to uphold your standards 

for wholesome snacks and sweets.  

 

Make sure you have ample time to whip up a batch of blondies or brownies before pool day. 

You can prepare them the night before so they can cool before you slice them and put them in 

a container that’s easy to carry. 

 

Bring the Coconut Crunch’Ems 

 

The delicious cookies and baking mixes from Emmy’s Organics make some delightfully chewy 

and satisfying treats, but what if your kids or any friends who join in on the fun want something 

crunchy? Emmy’s Organics can cover that snack base, too. Their Coconut Crunch’Ems are subtly 

sweet, bite-sized snacks full of wholesome goodness with organic coconut chips and tapioca 

starch.  

 

Emmy’s Coconut Crunch’Ems are easy-snacking perfection. You can enjoy them in the car on 

the way to the pool or have a picnic by the waterside. You can also bring them out during short 

breaks when someone just wants something sweet. Plus, Emmy’s Organics offers them in three 

mouthwatering flavors.  

 

Bag ‘Em All Up 

 

Now, all you have to do is put the treats in your bag and get to the pool. Make sure you 

organize your bag so that any gluten free coconut cookies won’t get squished toward the 

bottom. It might even be a good idea to use an ice pack to ensure nothing gets too hot as you 

spend time outside. Emmy’s Organics works hard to make sure you have the most delicious 

snacks, so make sure they’re on your list for every pool day! 

 

Find all the sweet snacks for your next pool day from Emmy’s Organics at 

https://emmysorganics.com/ 

 

Original Source: https://bit.ly/4deL1vU  
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